
      
 

  
 

Application Note # 203 
“Speed Printing”; or, printing in “No Laser 
Mode” with the Nano eNabler System™  

 
Introduction: 

Although using the laser for printing arrays controls the “contact force” of the cantilever on the 
substrate and this is useful for highly quantitative applications; however, applications, such as printing 
arrays for cell binding, do not require a consistent contact force. Because consistent contact force 
requires the laser and subsequent associated processing time, printing in “no laser mode” can help 
save time in printing large arrays for qualitative applications. We recommend you use a wider cantilever 
(30µm or 60µm) for the first attempt. 
 
Method: 
1. Turn on the Nano eNabler and load the SPT and place on the SPT holder as usual and  focus 
 and center the cantilever in the viewfinder. 
2. Under “Array Optimization”, click to “No Laser”. 
3. Set “Withdraw Distance” to 40 µm. 
4. Set “Fine Z” to 30-40 µm. 
5. Lower the Nano eNabler head using “Coarse Z” “Fast” until you here the gears shift (ca. 
 37000 µm) then lower the head to the surface using “Coarse Z” “Fast” with single clicks until the 
 head is almost touching the surface. 
6. Focus and “Set” the surface. Zoom in all the way. 
7. Continue to lower the head using coarse Z “Slow” until the cantilever touches the  surface and 
 withdraw using the fine Z. Adjust the coarse Z and fine Z and other tunable options so that 
 your depositions are optimized to your need. 
  • Increasing the “Contact Speed” trims depositions to a smaller size. 
  • Decrasing the “Fine Z” trims depositions to a smaller size. 
  • Increasing “Contact Time” and “Wait Time” can increase deposition size. 

 

A            B  
 

These Depositions were made with a 30 µm cantilever loaded with .5 mg/ mL extra-cellular matrix proteins (ECM’s) 
(Beckton-Dickson) (1:1 ratio of 1 mg/ mL ECM’s and Protein Spotting Buffer (PSB)) in laser mode (A) and no laser mode (B) 
on APTES-aldehyde treated borosilicate glass at 70% relative humidity. It took 3:20 to print the 100 depositions in laser 
mode and 1:05 to print the same pattern in “no laser mode” at 0.35 µm/ ms. 
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